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of the race. Golf is sophisticated exercise, but the 
S o n r ~  YEARS ago the game of golf was com- love of hunting is almost a physiological characteristic. 

monly regarded in this country as a kind of social A man may not care for golf and still be human, 
ornament, a pretty diversion for the idle rich, but but the man who does not like to see, hunt, photo- 
hardly worthy of the curiosity, much less of the graph, or otherwise outwit birds or animals is hardly 
serious interest, of men of affairs. Today scores of normal. H e  is s~~ercivilized, and I for one do not 
cities are building municipal golf courses to make know how to deal with him. Babes do not tremble 
golf available to the rank and file of their citizens. when they are shown a golf ball, but I should not 

like to own the boy whose hair does not lift his hat 
when he sees his first deer. W e  are dealing, there- 
fore, with something that lies very deep. Some can 
live without opportunity for the exercise and control 
of the hunting instinct, just as I suppose some can 

and most universal of all sports, hunting and fishing. live without work, play, love, business, or other vital 
VI7e have realized dimly, of course, that a day afield adventure. But in these days we regard such depriva- 

was good for the tired businessman. M'e have also tions as unsocial. Opportunity for exercise of all the 
realized that the destruction of wildlife removed the normal instincts has come to be regarded more and 
incentive for days afield. But Ire have not yet learned more as an inalienable right. The  men who are 
to elcpress the value of wildlife in terms of social destroying our wildlife are alienating one of these 
welfare. Some have attempted to justify wildlife con- rights, and doing a thorough job of it. More than 
servation in terms of meat, others in terms of per- that, they are doing a permanent job of it. When the 
sonal pleasure, others in terms of cash, still others last comer lot is covered with tenements we can still 
in the interest of science. education, agriculture, art, make a playground by tearing them down, but when 

the last antelope goes by the board, not all the play- 





of the Lord hath done this, and the Holy One of ing blindly tllrough any number of millions of years ; 1 
Israel created it.' could quite account for why warblen are so beauti- 

Is it impious to weigh goose music and art in the ful. No mechanistic theory, even bolstered by mula- 
same scales? I think not, because the true hunter is 
merely a noncreative artist. Who  painted the first pic- 
ture on a bone in the caves of France? A hunter. W h o  
alone in our modern life so thrills to the sight of I~ I  , 

wrote the great hunter's poem about the sheer won- I der of the wind, the hail, and the snow, the stars, 

and abov; all the eulogy of the horse? job, one-of 1 I 

same reason-the thrill to beauty. Critics write and I 
hunters outwit their game primarily for one and the 
same reason-to reduce that beautv to possession. [! A\\ A 

ness, and that sly arGtei of the classscation of hu- 
man activities, language. If, then, we can live with- 
out goose music, we may as well do away with stars, 
or sunsets, or Iliads. But the point is that we would 1 

be fools to do away with any of them. 
What value has wildlife from the standpoint of 

morals and religion? I heard of a boy once who was 
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and consider, and understand together, that the hand and fish, that the hunting fever is endemic in the race, # r  

of the Lord hath done this. But where shall they see, that the race is benefited by any incentive to get out 
and know, and consider? In museums? into the open, and is being injured by the destruction 

What is the effect of hunting and fishing on of the incentive in this case. T o  combat this destruc- 
character as compared with other outdoor sports? I tion is therefore a social issue. 
have already pointed out that the desire lies deeper, To conclude: I have congenital hunting fever and 
that its source is a matter of instinct as well as of three sons. As little tots, they spent their time playing . 
competition. A son of a Robinson Crusoe, having with my decoys and scouring vacant lots with wooden 
never seen a tennis racket, might get along nicely guns. I hope to leave them good health, an education, 
without one, but he would be pretty sure to hunt or 
fish whether or not he were taught to do so. But this 
does not establish any superiority as to subjective 
benefits. Which helps the more to build a man? 
This question (like the one we used to debate in 
school about whether boys or girls are the best schol- 
ars) might be argued till doomsday. I shall not at- 
tempt it. But there are two points about hunting that the dawn-wind stirs through the ancient cottonwoods, 
deserve special emphasis. One is that the ethics of and the. gray light steals down from the hills over 
sportsmanship is not a fixed code, but must be fomu- the old river sliding softly past its wide brown sand- 
lated and practiced by the individual, with no referee bars-what if there be no more goose music? 
but the Almighty. The other is that hunting generally 
involves the handling of dogs and horses, and the 
lack of this experience is one of the most serious 
defects of our gasoline-driven civilization. There was 
much truth in the old idea that any man ignorant of 
dogs and horses was not a gentleman. In the West the 
abuse of horses is still a universal blackball. This rule 
of thumb was adopted in the cow country long before 
'character analysis' was invented and, for all we know, 
may yet outlive it. 

But after all, it is poor business to prove that one 
good thing is better than another. The point is that 
some six or eight millions of Americans like to hunt 


